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ACCESS PLUS® 

HOPPER ACCESS DOOR 
 

EASY ACCESS FOR FEED BIN CLEAN-OUT
 
› Easily access the inside of the feed bin

› Convenient ground-level bin cleaning

› ALL-OUT® Feed Management System



FEED BINS

ACCESS PLUS® HOPPER DOOR

PT-2587A/201612

Chore-Time’s ACCESS PLUS® Hopper 

Door makes it easy to clean out your 

feed bin from ground level. This access 

door offers an easier option for bin 

cleaning versus the need to climb and 

then enter the confined space of the 

feed bin. Instead, you simply open 

the ACCESS PLUS Door panel, clean 

out the bin’s interior and then close 

the door. ACCESS PLUS - it’s another 

feature of Chore-Time’s state-of-the-art 

feed storage bins and their innovative 

ALL-OUT® Feed Management System.

   SIMPLE-TO-REMOVE ACCESS DOOR 

 

Permits easy feed bin cleanout from the ground 

   EASY GROUND-LEVEL BIN CLEAN-OUT

› Growers no longer have to climb 

the feed bin to clean it. Instead, they 

simply open the ACCESS PLUS® 

Door panel, clean out the feed bin’s 

interior while standing on the ground 

and then close the ACCESS PLUS 

Door panel when they are finished.

› Door is located in the feed bin’s 

hopper for convenient, ground-level 

access to the interior of the feed bin.

› Simply removing the “T”-handle bolts 

(no tools needed), frees the ACCESS 

PLUS Door panel to be lifted out of 

the bin’s hopper to start the interior 

cleaning process.

› The Chore-Time ACCESS PLUS 

Door’s opening is ergonomically-

shaped to make it wider at the top 

than it is at the bottom. This allows 

users to easily and comfortably clean 

out the feed bin.

› After the cleaning chores are 

completed, the user simply returns the 

door panel to the opening and tightens 

the “T”-handle bolts. 

› The ACCESS PLUS® Door Panel also 

features a rubber-like seal to re-seal 

the hopper opening when the door is 

back in place.


